1974 ford f150 4x4

The sixth generation of the Ford F-Series , also known as the " dentside Ford " to enthusiasts, is
a line of pickup trucks and medium-duty commercial trucks that were produced by Ford Motor
Company from the to model years. This generation marks the introduction of the F and the
SuperCab extended-cab body. Introduced in , the F would ultimately replace the F, becoming
the most popular version of the F-Series. After several years of delays, the second generation of
the Ford Bronco was released as a shortened version of the F In , the Ford F-Series became the
best-selling truck in the United States, a position it has held ever since. This generation was
launched in December for the model year. While retaining the same chassis of the previous
generation, several revisions were made. To fight corrosion, Ford increased its use of
galvanized sheet metal, zinc coated steel, and zinc-rich primer. For , a new model was offered:
The heavy duty F V8. This was a new heavy-duty pickup made with contractors and camping
enthusiasts in mind. Ordering the Camper Special package for the F SRW made it a "Super
Camper Special", which was designed for the much heavier slide-in campers coming on the
market at that time. For introduced September 21, , the F-Series became available in an
extended cab for the first time. Dubbed the "SuperCab", it offered the six-passenger seating of
the crew cab in a shorter length, and competed with Dodge's Club Cab. In model year , this
familiar "split-grille" design was given a slight face lift to feature black accents around the
headlights and a refined overall appearance. For the model year, a limited edition Bicentennial
Option Group was offered on Custom styleside pickups, in either Wimbledon White or Bahama
Blue, with a golden eagle stripe on the side, and red, white, and blue cloth inserts on the seats.
The bed received a rectangular fuel door to conceal the gas cap. The fuel tank located behind
the seat was discontinued due to safety concerns. It also would be the last year of the
medium-duty F Starting in the model year Ford dropped the "Super" from "Super Camper
Special" in favor of calling the F models with camper packages "Camper Special", a name that
was previously only assigned to F's with camper packages. For , the appearance of the F-Series
changed the most since , when the split grille was overhauled in favor of a single-piece grille
insert design. In models , the round headlight design was retained for the Custom trim level. A
luxury "Lariat" trim was also introduced for ; Ranger, Ranger XLT, and Ranger Lariat trim levels
incorporated rectangular headlights with optional chrome headlight bezels and the chrome
grille insert. Dual Fuel tanks in the bed became standard. For , round headlights were replaced
by rectangular ones on all trim levels, and the surrounding grille insert that framed the
headlights was now available in either black or chrome to match that of the aluminum grille
frame. Also new for was the option of part- or full-time four-wheel-drive on SuperCab models.
Full-time four-wheel drive utilized a chain-driven NP transfer case, while part-time four-wheel
drive was equipped with a gear-driven NP The GVWR ratings for these trucks was tied to a
combination of wheel, spring, axle and brake combinations. The series code on the ID tag
denotes which model and from that it can be determined what weight rating each vehicle has.
For example, F10 is an F 2-wheel drive, but F11 is an F 4x4, and so on. Serial numbers
beginning with an "X" are SuperCab models. The sixth generation F-Series underwent a slight
revision of its trim lines. The base and Sport Custom trims were dropped with Custom
becoming the standard trim. The Ranger and Ranger XLT returned, with the Ranger Lariat trim
introduced in with cloth interior trim, specific two-tone body and tailgate trim. The model line
was offered with several appearance packages. For , the Explorer package was offered on the F,
F, and F and the Ranchero and Bronco , consisting of color-keyed exterior and interior trim,
badging, and wheelcovers. Ford Australia assembled right-hand drive sixth generation F-Series
that were fitted with a lineup of locally sourced engines. The Cleveland was a destroked
Cleveland built using tooling exported to Australia after the closure of the Cleveland production
line. The F with a Cleveland model was the first Australian Sixth Gen to receive an automatic
transmission as an option, the six cylinder powered models and the larger F and F were limited
to a four-speed manual. The CID Straight-6 was upgraded with a new crossflow head and
rebadged as the 4. In , a locally assembled 4x4's F with Australian built engines was added to
the lineup to replace the fully imported 4x4 F The Cleveland continued alongside the Cleveland
in the F The 4. In , the Cleveland was discontinued, leaving the standard engine as the 4. The F
and F had an automatic gearbox as an option for the first time in Australia, though still only on
the V8 engine. The only transmission on offer was a 3-speed manual. For , Ford redesigned the
Ford Bronco , basing it upon the F-Series chassis shortened to a inch wheelbase. The new
Bronco incorporated design characteristics which eliminated leaky roofs and body flex
associated with other full size removable top utility vehicles of the era. To lower production
costs over its predecessor, the Bronco was designed with interchangeability with the Ford F
4x4, sharing nearly all exterior body panels from the front doors forward, many interior and trim
parts, and the same powertrain. The M V8 was standard, with a V8 as an option; all Broncos
were fitted with four-wheel drive. Largely unchanged since , medium duty-trucks saw little

change during the s. For , a cubic-inch version of the V8 replaced the previous FE engines.
Shared with the L-Series trucks, the Caterpillar V8 became an option in F and F models;
diesel-powered trucks were distinguished by an extra "0" i. The term "Highboy" is a nickname
given by enthusiasts to F 4x4's, which used the narrower width 34" versus 37" F frame and a
divorced transfer case Dana 24, NP or NP The F "highboy" 4x4 is also historically significant, as
the basis of the first "monster truck", Bob Chandler's Bigfoot. The spring was mounted on top
of the left side of the front differential housing. The rear axle used spacer blocks under the leaf
springs, to match the frontend height. The rear leaf springs were 2. There is an incorrect, albeit
common, belief that Highboy was an option package available on all Ford pick-ups. It was not.
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Custom paint job-new engine refinished inside, Many upgrades! Lots of new engine parts!
Super rare truck hard to find. Has a cid with a c6 trans it New pai Great daily driver or project
show truck. Truck runs great! Completely rebuilt tra Pretty solid truck extremely straight very
good bed nice interior runs good Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet
Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a
3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers,
grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console and
floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and
an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new
Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the
name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white
top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation
GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a
clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler
orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior
features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental
tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate
control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels,
traction control, and much more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been
started and moved every two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all
three keys, all original purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho
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In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. As a young boy growing up in Glendale, Arizona,
Rich Schulz seemed destined to build an awesome ride. Being a huge fan of the original Bigfoot
monster truck, his goal from an early age was to build an early '70s Ford 4x4 in the tradition of
the Bigfoot Ford. Father and son soon found an old '74 F fixer-upper for sale in the local paper
and bought it in a hurry, not because they were afraid it would be bought by someone else, but
because they had to get home so they wouldn't miss the Indianapolis race on TV. The very next

day, the father and son team began tearing the '74 apart and preparing it for a complete rebuild.
The buildup took nearly four years; Rich was able to finish the truck just in time to get his
driver's license. The '74's terrific performance, stout stance, and clean looks are the result of
work performed by Rich, Rich Sr. The trio decided to fabricate a custom suspension that would
allow the use of 36x To achieve their goal, a 9-inch suspension lift was fabbed. After a quick trip
to the drawing board, the crew decided to use a pair of custom-made, 5-inch, front spring
towers in conjunction with a pair of 4-inch lifted Rancho coils and strengthened Spicer spindles.
The rear suspension was lifted using a pair of 4-inch blocks, reverse shackles with 5-inch drop
spring mounts, and a pair of re-arched factory leaf packs. To damp the springs, Rancho RS
shock absorbers were installed. The steering system was redesigned, taking into consideration
the extreme lift. Mated to the front Dana 44 axle, which houses 3. The factory Ford 9-inch
rearend was retained; it also houses 3. To bring his junior Bigfoot to a quick stop, Rich and his
dad decided to upgrade the front disc brakes to larger, more powerful rotors and calipers,
though the rear drum setup remained. With the suspension and steering dialed in, the next item
of business for Rich to learn was how to build an engine that would be a strong performer
off-road, yet remain civil on the street. Once completed, the cylinder heads were ported and
polished. A pair of Hooker Jet-Hot-coated headers was mated to a custom-bent, 3-inch,
two-chamber Flowmaster exhaust system. The engine's list of performance components
includes TRW pistons, a Competition Cams custom-ground camshaft, a Mallory ignition system,
and more. The end result is a respectable output of ponies. The OE four-speed manual
transmission remains, as does the NP transfer case. The front and rear driveshafts were
lengthened 4 inches by the Gloe Company in Phoenix to accommodate the increased
suspension height. Family friend Ken Weikel performed the paint- and bodywork. The all-steel
body was given a once-over and then prepped for the PPG White, Blue metallic, and Silver
metallic paint scheme. In addition to the three base colors, graphic flames were applied to the
hood. The front factory bumper was re-chromed, and the rear bumper was replaced with a Lund
roll pan. The factory dashboard was re-covered by AMA of Phoenix. Seats from a '96 Ford F
were bolted into place, and new silver Ford carpeting was installed. The finishing touches were
the gray burlap headliner and the gray tweed door panels by Buy Rite Upholstery. For tunes,
Paul Schulz built a high-end sound system. For additional sound power, an Orion amplifier runs
the mids and highs, while a second PPI amplifier delivers power to two inch, custom-enclosed
MTX subwoofers. Today, at age 23, Rich still drives his first truck to and from the fire station
where he works as a firefighter. And, yes, he occasionally makes an upgrade or two on his 4x4,
just to keep up with the Joneses. To prove what an outstanding job was done on his 'wheeler,
Rich has received more than 29 trophies to date, ranging from First Place in the World of
Wheels Competition to Best Truck at the Truckin' Nationals. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry
Videos. James J. Weber Writer Joel Mollis Photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
By the writing was on the wall for making horsepower in the traditional sense. Concerns over oil
and ever increasing emission regulations were forcing engineers to rethink everything from
vehicle design to engine efficiency. The old adage of bigger is better no longer applied, which
wasn't much of a problem for most passenger cars of the day. Ultimately, it would take Detroit
nearly a decade to unlock the secrets of cleaner, more efficient horsepower. In the meantime,
Ford would rely on style and some notable innovations to keep the fires burning. Here's a video
of an incredible, low-mileage original F You really ought to take a few minutes right now to
watch it and see such an incredible truck. The big news for was the all-new SuperCab model,
available late in the model year. The SuperCab neatly slotted between the two-door Regular Cab
and four-door Crew Cab in terms of passenger convenience, offering room for five without
stepping up to a significantly larger truck. Riding on a wheelbase lengthened approximately two
feet, the SuperCab offered a forward facing rear bench seat, or side-mounted jump seats for
rear passengers. Rear seat accommodations were cramped for adults, but children could
survive long trips without issue, allowing the SuperCab to perform as a family vehicle in
addition to its traditional work duties. Though Dodge beat Ford to the extended cab market by
one year, the Ford SuperCab would play a significant role in taking the pickup truck from work
vehicle to family vehicle. Other notable changes for include a new "full time" 4x4 four-wheel
drive system, so named because it could be used at higher speeds as opposed to being active
all the time. The cubic inch V-8 was also made available to all two-wheel drive pickups. The F
continued to serve the half-ton Ford shoppers, with the F and F filling the needs of those
seeking additional capability. Styleside and Flareside stepside beds were available on Regular
Cab F and F models, Crew Cabs could be ordered for F or F pickups, and the SuperCab was
available in any model or trim level. An F Super Camper Special model was also offered, which
basically offered everything from the Camper Special package heavy duty rear shocks,
stabilizer bars, super engine cooling, and a camper wiring harness along with larger tires and

special badging:. Ford, the recreation specialist, continues to be a leader in engineering and
building vehicles designed specifically for recreation usage. Big "Super Singles" And single
rears weigh less than duals so you can carry the difference in camping gear and equipment. The
Super Camper's bodyside spare tire mount puts your optional spare within the right side of the
pickup box wall ahead of the rear axle. An excellent location for convenient access and proper
weight distribution. The old cubic inch inline six cylinder would make its final Blue Oval
appearance as the standard engine in the F for SuperCabs and the F Styleside featured the
cubic inch engine as standard, while the rest of the line utilized the inline six cylinder as the
base mill. Three speed manuals were standard for the F and F, with four-speed manuals
standard for the rest of the line. The Cruise-O-Matic auto transmission was optional across the
line, as were a wide variety of engines listed below. The figures from each publication are listed
separately as printed. Yes, the numbers don't agree between each of these two sources, but this
listing will still give you a general idea of truck production for each model year. Further
breakouts are not available except through Marti Autoworks. In the late 's, Ford was doing some
housecleaning and planned to throw away all the VIN-specific data, production figures, etc.
However, Kevin Marti from Phoenix, AZ was able to get his hands on all of it, and now for a fee
will research your vehicle's VIN known as a Marti Report , provide a copy of your vehicle's
window sticker and build sheet, etc. Total , , 62, Breakouts for 4x4 and other variations not
available. Calendar year production of trucks was , Model year production of light-duty trucks
totaled ,, including: F - , F - , F - 54, Bronco - 19, Econovan - 78, Ranchero - 43, Club Wagon - 15,
Ford's calendar year production of gas-powered trucks totaled , units and included , trucks with
six-cylinder engines and , with V-8s. Ford also built 25, diesel-powered trucks in the calendar
year. Calendar year production of trucks was 1,, This was the third best truck sales year in
Ford's history. The company retained its number one position in calendar year production. It's
sales total of , units compared favorably to Chevrolet's ,, allowing Ford to regain the lead in the
domestic industry. Light-duty conventional trucks and Econolines made up Ford sold a total of
1,, light-duty trucks, against Chevrolet's 1,, True specification unknown. All rights reserved. All
brand names and product names used on this website are trade names, serv
century condenser fan motor wiring diagram
volvo 242 gt wiring diagram
1969 dodge dart wiring diagram
ice marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this site
may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or
provide comments or suggestions, please click here. Breakouts for 4x4 and other variations not
available. The Ford trucks were introduced in December Model year production of light-duty
trucks totaled ,, including:. F - , F - , F - 54, Bronco - 19, Econovan - 78, Ranchero - 43, Club
Wagon - 15, Ford's calendar year production of gas-powered trucks totaled , units and included
, trucks with six-cylinder engines and , with V-8s. The Ford trucks were introduced on Sept. No
production breakouts are available for other Light Duty models. F 4x2 Regular Cab. F , F 88, F
36, In , Ford Div. F 42, F 52, Bronco - 69, Ranchero - 22, Econoline - , Club Wagon - 44, F 59,
Adjustable steering column tilt. Bronco - 93, Ranchero - 24, Econoline - , Club Wagon - 47, Ford
remained the most popular nameplate in the U. F 72,

